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Last year, in Ashcroft v. Iqbal, the Su-

preme Court held that Rule 8 of the Feder-

al Rules of Civil Procedure requires a com-

plaint to “contain sufficient factual matter, 

accepted as true, to ‘state a claim to relief 

that is plausible on its face.’”1 The Court 

explained: “A claim has facial plausibility 

when the plaintiff pleads factual content 

that allows the court to draw the reason-

able inference that the defendant is liable 

for the misconduct alleged.”2

Iqbal was a watershed decision. Supreme 

Court specialist Thomas C. Goldstein3 re-

ferred to the decision as “the most signifi-

cant Supreme Court decision in a decade 

for day-to-day litigation.”4 Nevertheless, 

Iqbal has barely provoked a yawn from 

many securities lawyers—especially those 

on the plaintiffs’ side of the bar. 

In this article, we answer four questions. 

First, why is Iqbal so important? Second, 

why is it receiving such little attention from 

securities lawyers? Third, how does Iqbal 

impact complaints that allege violations of 

the Securities Act of 1933? Fourth, how 

does Iqbal impact cases with claims raised 

under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?
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The Importance of Iqbal 
Some background on Rule 8 and its in-

terpretation shows why, if anything, Mr. 
Goldstein may have understated the sig-
nificance of Iqbal. 

Since 1957, lower courts had been re-
quired to apply the standard articulated 
by the Supreme Court in Conley v. Gibson 
when deciding whether to dismiss a claim. 
In Conley, the Supreme Court held that 
“a complaint should not be dismissed for 
failure to state a claim unless it appears be-
yond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no 
set of facts in support of his claim which 
would entitle him to relief.”5 A complaint 
only needed to “give the defendant fair no-
tice of what the plaintiff’s claim is and the 
grounds upon which it rests.”6

While the lower courts continually raised 
the pleading bar for certain types of claims, 
the Supreme Court’s position remained the 
same.7 In 1993, the Supreme Court unani-
mously stated: “In Conley v. Gibson, we 
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said in effect that the Rule meant what it said.”8 
And in 2002, the Supreme Court issued yet an-
other unanimous opinion declaring, “Rule 8(a) 
establishes a pleading standard without regard to 
whether a claim will succeed on the merits.”9

A mere five years later in 2007, a majority of sev-
en Justices knocked the “no set of facts” standard 
loose from its mooring in Bell Atlantic Corp. v. 
Twombly, an antitrust case. In Twombly, the Court 
stated that “Conley’s ‘no set of facts’ language has 
been questioned, criticized, and explained away 
long enough,” and declared that this standard had 
“earned its retirement.”10 The Court held that a 
complaint needed to state “enough factual matter” 
to make the claim “plausible.”11

But just two weeks later, the Supreme Court 
gave reason to believe that while the “no set of 
facts” standard might be retired, notice pleading 
was still active. In Erickson v. Pardus, the Court 
issued a per curiam decision in a case involving a 
prisoner who filed a pro se suit against prison of-
ficials, alleging that they had wrongly terminated 
his liver treatment in violation of the Eighth and 
Fourteenth Amendments. After quoting Twom-
bly, the Court explained:

The complaint stated that Dr. bloor’s de-
cision to remove petitioner from his pre-
scribed hepatitis C medication was “endan-
gering [his] life.” It alleged this medication 
was withheld “shortly after” petitioner 
had commenced a treatment program that 
would take one year, that he was “still in 
need of treatment for this disease,” and 
that the prison officials were in the mean-
time refusing to provide treatment.12

 “This alone was enough to satisfy Rule 8(a)
(2),” according to the Supreme Court. 13

Twombly and Erickson left the lower courts 
confused and judges began to expressly state that 
the Supreme Court had given them “conflicting 
signals.”14 Jose Cabranes, a well-respected Second 
Circuit judge, even went so far as to write in a 
concurrence, “it is worth underscoring that some 
of those precedents are less than crystal clear and 
fully deserve reconsideration by the Supreme 
Court at the earliest opportunity; to say the least, 

‘the guidance they provide is not readily harmo-
nized.’”15 It isn’t every day that judges ask the Su-
preme Court to reconsider its opinion or state that 
it is being “less than crystal clear.”

Thus, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in 
Iqbal, a case in which Javaid Iqbal, a Pakistani 
Muslim, detained in the aftermath of the terrorist 
attacks on September 11, 2001, had sued, among 
other people, former U.S. Attorney General, John 
D. Ashcroft, and Robert S. Mueller, III, the cur-
rent director of the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion. Iqbal alleged that they had violated the First 
and Fifth Amendments by imposing harsh condi-
tions on him during his detention because of his 
race and religion.

The Supreme Court held that Iqbal had failed 
to state a claim under Rule 8 and, in so doing, 
a five-Justice majority made it clear that the new 
plausibility standard applies outside the context 
of antitrust claims. More importantly, Iqbal sub-
stantially raised the requirement as to what plain-
tiffs must plead in their complaints. Iqbal may 
be interpreted as “allow[ing] federal courts to 
dismiss a complaint whenever they believe that, 
given the allegations in the complaint, it is more 
likely than not that no illegal conduct occurred.”16 
Notice pleading is dead.

Why Securities Lawyers, Especially 
on the plaintiffs’ Side, Are Ignoring 
Iqbal

Iqbal may be one of the most important cases of 
the last five decades, but securities lawyers seem 
to have paid little attention to it. The reasons, we 
believe, are fairly straight-forward. First, securi-
ties fraud actions have always been subject to a 
heightened pleading standard under Rule 9(b) 
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Second, 
since 1995, securities fraud actions have been sub-
ject to heightened pleading standards with respect 
to misleading statements and scienter under the 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 
(PSLRA).17

Then, the Supreme Court’s 2007 decision in 
Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd. put 
an exclamation point on the PSLRA’s heightened 
pleading standard by holding that “[a] complaint 
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will survive … only if a reasonable person would 
deem the inference of scienter cogent and at least 
as compelling as any opposing inference one 
could draw from the facts alleged.”18 Thus, the 
logic seems to go, if securities fraud plaintiffs are 
already burdened with Rule 9(b), the PSLRA and 
Tellabs, not to mention what appears to be an 
increasingly skeptical bench, Iqbal’s plausibility 
requirement should have little effect on motions 
to dismiss securities class actions. 

But, as we explain below, this conclusion is my-
opic as Iqbal’s heightening of Rule 8 promises to 
impact securities claims in significant ways. 

How Iqbal Impacts Complaints with 
Securities Act Claims

As every securities lawyer knows, in the after-
math of the Great Depression, Congress enacted 
two landmark pieces of securities legislation: the 
Securities Act and the Exchange Act. The Securi-
ties Act regulates the offering and sale of securi-
ties in the initial markets, while the Exchange Act 
regulates the buying and selling of these securities 
in the aftermarkets (e.g., on the NYSE).

Sections 11, 12(a)(2), and 15 of the Securities 
Act impose liability on certain participants in a 
registered securities offering when the publicly 
filed documents used during the offering contain 
material misstatements or omissions. Section 11 
applies to registration statements, Section 12(a)
(2) applies to prospectuses and oral communica-
tions, and Section 15 imposes liability on anyone 
who is a “control person” of a person who vio-
lates the Securities Act. 

A purchaser of securities only needs to show a 
material misstatement or omission to establish a 
prima facie case. Once these elements are shown, 
liability is virtually absolute, even for innocent 
misstatements.19 Intent to deceive is usually con-
sidered to be an essential characteristic of “fraud.” 
Thus, Securities Acts claims are not fraud claims 
because plaintiffs do not need to prove anything 
about defendants’ state of mind to prevail. 

While the PSLRA amended both the Securities 
Act and Exchange Act, Congress was principally 
concerned with “securities fraud actions” at least 
with respect to imposing new pleading require-

ments. The subsection that raises the pleading 
standard is entitled, “Requirements for securities 
fraud actions.”20 Moreover, this subsection only 
applies to “any private action arising under this 
chapter….”21 Courts have held that “this chap-
ter” refers to the Exchange Act and therefore 
“the PSLRA pleading requirements have no ap-
plication to claims that arise under Section 11 or 
other provisions of the Securities Act (e.g., Sec-
tion 15).”22

Courts have also held that Rule 9(b) of the Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure does not apply to 
Securities Act claims because these are not securi-
ties fraud claims. Under Rule 9(b), “a party must 
state with particularity the circumstances consti-
tuting fraud or mistake.” This rule, however, only 
applies when a party is in fact “alleging fraud or 
mistake . . . .”23 Defendants will often argue that 
a Securities Act claim “sounds in fraud.” None-
theless, many courts have not accepted this argu-
ment on the grounds that intent is not an essen-
tial element of Securities Act claims and therefore 
only apply Rule 8.24

And that’s one reason why Iqbal has, and will 
continue to have, an impact on securities class 
actions. Prior to Iqbal, lawyers could argue that 
investors merely needed to satisfy Rule 8 and 
Conley’s “no set of facts” standard when alleging 
Securities Act claims. After Iqbal, plaintiffs must 
plead facts that demonstrate their Securities Act 
claims are “plausible” on their face. 

How much does heightening the pleading 
standard for Securities Act claims affect the ap-
proximately 170 to 200 securities class actions 
filed every year? For the last few years, investors 
have increasingly included Securities Act claims 
in their complaints. As Cornerstone Research has 
reported, “[t]he percentage of filings with Section 
11 and Section 12(2) claims continued to increase 
in 2009, accounting for 26% and 24% of 2009 
filings respectively.”25 The simple fact is that these 
claims are now more likely to be scrutinized un-
der Iqbal.

Moreover, heightening the pleading require-
ments for Securities Act claims will likely affect 
the dismissal rates for Exchange Act claims as 
well. Jonathan Eisenberg, Of Counsel at Skad-
den, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, recently 
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authored an article entitled Subprime Securities 
Class Action Decisions: Who’s Winning, Who’s 
Losing and Why? “Curiously,” Eisenberg wrote, 
“in every case in which claims under Section 
10(b) were asserted in cases with Sections 11 and 
12(a)(2) claims, plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims 
survived motions to dismiss. In contrast, defen-
dants prevailed two-thirds of the time when there 
were only Section 10(b) claims.”26

We have a hypothesis for this curious finding. 
A court is much more likely to deny a motion to 
dismiss a Securities Act claim because only Rule 
8 applies. Because the court then knows that dis-
covery will commence and the case will remain 
on the court’s docket regardless of whether it dis-
misses the Exchange Act claims, the court is more 
likely to allow all of the claims to survive. After 
all, allowing the claims to proceed is not going to 
substantially increase the burden to the defendant 
or court. 

If this is true, then Iqbal will affect the dismissal 
rates for Exchange Act claims to the extent they 
are included in complaints that have Securities 
Act claims. Now that Securities Act claims will 
face increased scrutiny, courts are more likely to 
dismiss them and companion claims as well.

How Iqbal Impacts Complaints that 
Only Have Exchange Act Claims

Iqbal does more than affect complaints with Se-
curities Act claims as it also heightens the plead-
ing requirement for the various elements of a se-
curities fraud claim that were untouched by the 
PSLRA. As the Supreme Court has explained: “In 
a typical § 10(b) private action a plaintiff must 
prove (1) a material misrepresentation or omis-
sion by the defendant; (2) scienter; (3) a connec-
tion between the misrepresentation or omission 
and the purchase or sale of a security; (4) reliance 
upon the misrepresentation or omission; (5) eco-
nomic loss; and (6) loss causation.”27

The pleading requirements of the PSLRA only 
address a few of the elements—most notably, sci-
enter, and specifying “each statement alleged to 
have been misleading, [and] the reason or reasons 
why the statement is misleading….”28 For exam-
ple, the PSLRA addresses loss causation in terms 

of what a plaintiff must prove by stating “the 
plaintiff shall have the burden of proving that the 
act or omission of the defendant alleged to violate 
this chapter caused the loss for which the plaintiff 
seeks to recover damages.”29 

Given the fundamental difference between 
pleading and proving, which Congress recognized 
in the text of the PSLRA, investors had a solid 
argument that they were only required to satisfy 
the Federal Rules for most of the elements of its 
claim. For example, under Rule 8, plaintiffs easily 
pleaded loss causation by providing “some indi-
cation of the loss and the causal connection” to 
the alleged fraud.30 

Iqbal requires investors to plead more than a 
conclusory allegation. Even if Rule 8 only applies 
to loss causation, plaintiffs must now plead facts 
from which a court may draw the reasonable in-
ference that the defendants’ misstatements are the 
proximate cause of the investor’s loss and there-
fore the defendant may be held liable. The same is 
true with respect to the other elements of a securi-
ties fraud claim such as materiality or, arguably, 
requirements such as subject matter jurisdiction.

The final way that Iqbal affects securities class 
actions with Exchange Act claims is more amor-
phous but perhaps the most profound: “The mo-
tion to dismiss,” according to District Judge Shira 
Scheindlin of the United States District Court for 
the Southern District of New York, “may be seen 
as the new summary judgment motion, and we 
will see a continuing trend toward judges deter-
mining outcomes rather than juries.”31 Scholars 
have already found that, once the Supreme Court 
eliminated notice pleading, lower courts increas-
ingly granted motions to dismiss civil rights and 
disability claims.32 Since many judges have like-
wise disfavored securities fraud claims, one can 
expect the same result.

In short, absent congressional intervention that 
returns us back to notice pleading, every lawyer, 
including those who specialize in securities class 
actions, should expect to become very familiar 
with Iqbal and its progeny for decades to come.
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